A significant body of evidence indicates that particles with excessively high or low mobility relative to Brownian particles form in dynamic equilibrium in glass-forming liquids. We examine whether these "dynamic heterogeneities" can be identified with a kind of equilibrium polymerization. This correspondence is first checked by demonstrating the presence of a striking resemblance between the temperature dependences of the configurational entropy s c in both the theory of equilibrium polymerization and the generalized entropy theory of glass formation in polymer melts. Moreover, the multiple characteristic temperatures of glass formation are also shown to have analogs in the thermodynamics of equilibrium polymerization, supporting the contention that both processes are varieties of rounded thermodynamic transitions. We also find that the average cluster mass ͑or degree of polymerization͒ varies in nearly inverse proportionality to s c . This inverse relation accords with the basic hypothesis of Adam-Gibbs that the number of particles in the cooperatively rearranging regions ͑CRR͒ of glass-forming liquids scales inversely to s c of the fluid. Our identification of the CRR with equilibrium polymers is further supported by simulations for a variety of glass-forming liquids that verify the existence of stringlike or polymeric clusters exhibiting collective particle motion. Moreover, these dynamical clusters have an exponential length distribution, and the average "string" length grows upon cooling according to the predictions of equilibrium polymerization theory. The observed scale of dynamic heterogeneity in glass-forming liquids is found to be consistent with this type of self-assembly process. Both experiments and simulations have revealed remarkable similarities between the dynamical properties of self-assembling and glass-forming liquids, suggesting that the development of a theory for the dynamics of self-assembling fluids will also enhance our understanding of relaxation in glass-forming liquids.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many recent experimental and computational studies provide firm evidence for the presence of transient clusters of particles both with excessively high or low particle mobilities ͑relative to simple Brownian motion͒ in supercooled and in concentrated colloidal glass-forming fluids.
1- 21 An elucidation of the origin and geometrical nature of these "dynamically heterogeneous structures" and their impact on the fluid's relaxation remains a challenge for any theory of glass formation. Because the popular mode coupling theory of glass formation assumes from the onset that glass-forming liquids are homogeneous, this theory is incapable of describing the thermodynamic origin of this clustering. The mean field theory of Klein and co-workers 2, [22] [23] [24] indicates, however, that the homogeneity assumption is not intrinsic to mean field theory. Specifically, their theory predicts a thermodynamic instability ͑at a finite wave vector q͒ corresponding to the formation of fluid heterogeneities ͑"clumps" or relatively high density regions͒ that exist in a state of dynamic equilibrium, so that inhomogeneous structures are constantly forming and disintegrating. The formation of clumps or "entropic droplets" of mobile particles in glassforming liquids is also emphasized by the mean field "random first order transition" model of supercooled liquids developed by Xia and Wolynes. 25 Simulations of fluids with interactions that are consistent with mean field theory confirm the existence of dynamic structures that have been predicted by Klein and co-workers 2, 22 and that remarkably resemble simulated micelles. 26, 27 Molecular dynamics simulations of a glass-forming binary Lennard-Jones fluid in two dimensions yield limited evidence supporting this immobile particle clump picture of glass formation, but no strong evidence has yet been reported for simulations of a threedimensional glass-forming fluid with physically realistic intermolecular interactions. As mentioned before, reports of dynamical clusters of excessively mobile particles in both simulations and experiments accord qualitatively with the picture of Xia and Wolynes. 25 Although the evidence is fragmentary, these attempts at describing dynamic heterogeneity in glass-forming liquids as an equilibrium clustering process appear attractive. In the present paper, we test the consistency of this proposed origin of dynamic heterogeneity in glass-forming liquids by comparing to a well-defined particle clustering process ͑equilib-rium polymerization͒ whose behavior seems to agree particularly well with the established phenomenology of glassforming liquids. We also compare equilibrium polymerization theory with the generalized entropy theory of glass formation 28 to provide a better understanding of thermodynamic aspects of the glass transition and assumptions invoked by the classical Adam-Gibbs and Gibbs-DiMarzio theories of glass formation. As mentioned before, mobile particle clusters appear in simulations of cooled glass-forming liquids, 3, 4, 16, 17 concentrated colloidal fluids, [11] [12] [13] and atomic clusters. 29 Simulations of glass-forming binary Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ fluids, water at low temperatures, and model polymer glass-forming liquids all exhibit the existence of polymerlike clusters of mobile particles that form and disintegrate in a state of dynamic equilibrium. 3, 4, 30 Polymeric clusters of mobile particles have also been identified in suspensions of spherical colloid particles at high concentrations [11] [12] [13] [14] and in experiments for shaken granular systems. 31 Collective particle motion has also been inferred in time-of-flight neutron scattering measurements. 32 These observations, taken together, motivate our investigation of whether equilibrium polymerization, in particular, provides an appriopriate model for describing the dynamic heterogeneity of glass-forming liquids. Donati et al. 3 quantify the geometrical and statistical characteristics of these "strings" of mobile particles in a binary LJ fluid and find that these transient polymeric structures exhibit a nearly exponential size distribution, a characteristic feature of equilibrium polymerization. 33 Donati et al. also tentatively suggest 3 that these stringlike structures should be identified with the cooperatively rearranging regions ͑CRRs͒ of the Adam-Gibbs theory and that the apparent activation energy E for the fluid's structural relaxation is consistent with a proportionality to the average string length, as required by the identification of the strings with the CRR. Later simulations reveal that E for a model of supercooled water is nearly proportional to the mass of the mobile particle clusters, 30 an observation stimulating serious interest in the interrelation between E and stringlike motion in cooled liquids. Recent simulations by Aichele et al. 34 demonstrate that the average string length L in the Dzugutov model of a glass-forming liquid is consistent with the scaling relation E ϳ L ϳ 1/s c , where the "landscape configurational entropy" s c,L is estimated by sampling the number of potential energy minima of this fluid under constant volume conditions. 30 A similar inverse scaling between L and the configurational entropy s c ͑T͒ ͑per site͒ applies to "living" equilibrium polymers or, equivalently, to equilibrium polymerization with a chemical initiator. 33 Below, we study this scaling behavior for more general equilibrium polymerization models that are better suited for modeling glass formation. 33 While our findings are all consistent with identifying the CRR of the AdamGibbs ͑AG͒ entropy theory with equilibrium polymers, 3, 30, 33 it is necessary to test whether the basic phenomenology of glass formation is consistent with describing the CRR polymerization process by using equilibrium polymerization theory. The broad nature of glass formation that emerges from the generalized entropy theory of glass formation and from experiments clearly points to a rounded transition, as emphasized previously by Gordon et al. 35 The simplest models of equilibrium polymerization that postulate the formation of linear polymer chains display the essential chracteristics of rounded transitions, as is evident from the temperature variation of the configurational entropy. In particular, we briefly review in Sec. II those results from the theory of equilibrium polymerization that pertain to the phenomenology of glass formation. The dynamic polymers of equilibrium polymerization are then identified with the interpenetrating mobile or immobile particle clusters 2, 18 that coexist in supercooled liquids and that grow in a parallel fashion upon cooling. The comparison between equilibrium polymerization and glassforming liquids allows us to examine the AG hypothesis of an inverse relation between the configurational entropy and the size z * of the dynamic clusters in the cooled liquid, a central assumption of the AG theory of structural relaxation in glass-forming liquids. Section III provides a summary of those aspects of the generalized entropy theory of glass formation that are used in the comparison with equilibrium polymerization theory in Sec. IV. We also examine evidence showing a commonality of the dynamics of solutions exhibiting equilibrium polymerization and of glass-forming liquids.
II. FLORY-HUGGINS THEORY OF EQUILIBRIUM POLYMERIZATION
Our theory of equilibrium polymerization employs the standard Flory-Huggins ͑FH͒ lattice model to describe the thermodynamics of polydisperse polymer solutions by imposing the thermodynamic condition of chemical equilibrium between polymer species of different sizes. The treatment here is based on the simplified version of this theory 36 that neglects the fluid's compressibility, but this restriction may be lifted if necessary. 37 The present section defines our equilibrium polymerization model and describes its basic characteristics that are compared with those obtained from the entropy theory of glass formation.
Our systematic equilibrium polymerization theory has been derived for three general models of association: a model with unrestricted equilibrium polymerization in which all particles can associate democratically at equilibrium ͓termed the free association ͑FA͒ model͔, a model in which particles must become thermally activated to initiate polymerization ͑A model͒, and the "living" polymerization or I model where chain growth is induced by a chemical "initiator." ͑The I model is not, however, used in the present study since there is no evident analog to chemical initiation in glass formation.͒ This basic classification scheme for equilibrium polymerization follows the approach introduced long ago by Tobolsky and Eisenburg 38 and encompasses the main classes of equilibrium polymerization encountered in practice.
A. Free association model
The FA system is composed of solvent molecules and monomers of species M that can "freely associate" into polymers once the free energy for this process is negative. The resulting polymers form and disintegrate in dynamic equilibrium. Chain growth may proceed either by the addition of a single monomer or by the linkage of two chains. Alternatively, chains may break in the middle, or segments may dissociate from the chain ends. These two modes of polymerization and depolymerization can be represented by the single kinetic equation,
The equilibrium constant K p for the polymerization reaction in Eq. ͑1͒ is assumed to be same for all j and k and, thus, is expressed in terms of a single free energy ⌬f p of polymerization as K p = exp͑−⌬f p / k B T͒, with k B designating Boltzmann's constant and T being the absolute temperature. The basic thermodynamic properties of free association solutions that are employed in our comparative analysis of equilibrium polymerization and glass formation include the extent of polymerization ⌽ ͑the fraction of monomers converted into polymers, an "order parameter" for this assembly process͒, the average degree of polymerization L, and the configurational entropy s c . These basic properties are functions on the initial monomer concentration 1 0 , the temperature T, and the energy ⌬h p and entropy ⌬s p of polymerization. 36 We quote expressions 36 for these basic equilibrium polymer solution properties that are used in the present calculations,
͑4͒
The factor C is defined as,
where the coefficient ␣ is equal to unity for stiff chains and to ͑z −1͒ for fully flexible chains. The variable A ϵ 1 K p is determined from the mass conservation constraint,
which must, in general, be solved numerically. The polymerization transition temperature T p is defined as the temperature where ⌽͑T͒ exhibits an inflection point. For the FA model, this definition departs from the other estimate based on the maximum of the specific heat C V ͑T͒. In Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒ and ͑6͒, z designates the lattice coordination number and 1 denotes the equilibrium volume fraction of unpolymerized monomers. Because there is no vibrational contributions within the Flory-Huggins lattice model, the entropy of Eq. ͑22͒ of Ref. 39 is also the configurational entropy. The continuum equivalent of the FA model is considered in many previous studies of equilibrium polymerization. 39, 40 While the formation of dynamic chains is well treated by the FA model, other models of equilibrium polymerization describe the behavior of some systems. Due to the absence of constraints on chain growth, the polymerization transition is especially broad in the FA model, and the next subsection describes a model where the transition sharpness can be varied and the two definitions of T p coincide.
B. Activated equilibrium polymerization
The simplest model of activated polymerization is described by the reaction scheme,
where the activated species M 1 * reacts only with nonactivated monomers M 1 to form dimers, but does not participate in the succesive chain propagation processes. An alternative model, in which dimers are formed by linking two activated monomers M 1 * and chain growth occurs exclusively through the addition of M 1 * to the resulting polymers, is mathematically isomorphic 36 to that described by Eqs. ͑7͒-͑9͒. The simplest activation model of Eqs. ͑7͒-͑9͒ is specified by designating ⌬f a = ⌬h a − T⌬s a and ⌬f p = ⌬h p − T⌬s p as the free energies of activation and polymerization, respectively. In order to minimize the number of parameters, both the enthalpies ⌬h p and entropies ⌬s p associated with dimer formation ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒ and with the propagation process ͓Eq. ͑9͔͒, respectively, are taken as identical. The free energy parameters ⌬h a and ⌬s a for monomer activation regulate the sharpness of the polymerization transition, as discussed extensively in our previous papers 33, 36, 41, 42 and in the earlier works of Wheeler et al. 43 We distinguish two extreme cases of low and high equilibrium constants K a ͑T p ͒ = exp͓−͑⌬h a − T⌬s a ͒ / k B T p ͔ for the activation process. A small K a ͑T p ͒ implies low ͑relatively high͒ concentrations of activated ͑nonactivated͒ monomers at the transition temperature T p . Within the reaction scheme defined by Eqs. ͑7͒-͑9͒ for the A model, the activated species M 1 * reacts only with unactivated monomers M 1 to form dimers, but M 1 * does not participate in further propagation steps. Chain growth is taken as occuring exclusively through the addition of M 1 to existing polymers M i ͑i ജ 2͒. Thus, the resulting degree of polymerization in the fully polymerized state is relatively high for the low activation model. In contrast, the high activation model is characterized by an equilibrium constant K a ͑T p ͒ that exceeds unity, which implies that almost all monomers become converted into the activated state, so that chain growth is impeded due to the low concentration of the unactivated M 1 species. Consequently, the degree of polymerization is limited in this model.
The expressions for L and ⌽ for the A model of equilibrium polymerization are formally identical to those in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ for the free association FA model, but factor C involves the equilibrium constant K a for monomer activation,
Similarly, the mass conservation constraint contains the extra term 1 * = 1 K a that is absent from Eq. ͑6͒,
and the configurational entropy is represented by a more lengthy formula,
III. GLASS FORMATION AND GENERALIZED ENTROPY THEORY OF POLYMER GLASS FORMATION
A. Basic components of the generalized entropy theory of polymer glass formation
Our recent approach to understanding the fundamental molecular nature of glass formation builds on the original entropy theory for glass formation in polymers, developed by Gibbs and DiMarzio, 44 and on the Adam-Gibbs relation 45 between the rate of long wavelength structural relaxation in glass-forming liquids and the fluid's configurational entropy. The configurational entropy s c of a polymer melt is calculated based on the lattice cluster theory generalization 46, 47 of the FH mean field approximation for semiflexible polymer fluids. This generalization enables us to treat models of polymers with explicit backbone and side group molecular structures and with variable flexibility and molecular interactions for these chain portions, as well as the dependence of thermodynamic properties on pressure and the addition of solvent, etc. 28 The new entropy theory permits the direct computation of all characteristic temperatures of glass formation, 48, 49 variations of fragility with polymer structure, 50 and the explicit computation of as a function of molecular parameters, such as the monomer structure and disparate flexibilities of different portions of the monomers.
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B. Characteristic temperatures of glass formation
Experimental studies have established that long wavelength ͑large scale͒ structural relaxation times of glassforming liquids display a nearly Arrhenius temperature dependence at sufficiently high temperatures, but this "universal" high temperature behavior of liquids "breaks down" at a temperature T A well above the glass transition temperature T g where structural arrest of the fluid occurs ͑T A can exceed 2T g ͒.
The thermodynamic path to glass formation is marked by other characteristic temperatures besides T A . These characteristic temperatures are universal in glass-forming liquids and serve to define the breadth and nature of glass formation. The temperature T c ͑or a narrow temperature range about this reported temperature͒ appears below T A and signals the occurrence of singular changes in the properties of glassforming liquids. For example, a bifurcation of structural relaxation times into fast ͑␤-relaxation͒ and slow ͑␣-relaxation͒ modes becomes conspicuous 51 for T Ӎ T c , and a breakdown in the Stokes-Einstein relation between the diffusion coefficient and the fluid shear viscosity has been reported 1,52-54 below T c . Inspired by mode coupling theory, numerous experimental and computational studies estimate T c by fitting data for in the temperature range T g Ӷ T Ͻ T A to the relation 55 ϳ͑T − T c ͒ −␥ , where T c and ␥ are adjustable parameters. Although definitely does not diverge for T = T c , the fitted temperature T c clearly has some physical significance for glass formation since it consistently demarks a narrow temperature range in which numerous properties of the glass-forming fluid change. However, the theoretical foundation for determining T c from mode coupling theory is rather uncertain. Elsewhere, we suggest 50 that the experimentally determined T c can directly be estimated from the inflection point in the product of temperature and the configurational entropy that is calculated from our generalized entropy theory of glass formation. Hence, this temperature T c should more properly be interpreted as a crossover temperature separating high and low temperature regimes of glass formation, each with a differing temperature dependence of .
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The glass transition temperature T g is the most commonly studied characteristic of glass-forming liquids, but the physical meaning of this temperature continues to provoke discussion. Operationally, T g is often determined from the maximum in the specific heat from measurements performed at a fixed temperature scanning rate. In reality, these experiments do not provide strictly thermodynamic information, and the "observed" T g varies with the temperature scan rate and other system constraints. Alternatively, T g is often fixed by the prescription that at T g achieves the threshold value of Ϸ 10 14 Pa s or by the condition that has the order of magnitude of ϳ O͑10 2 -10 3 s͒. Although these criteria are somewhat rough, a narrow temperature range definitely exists near the experimentally determined calorimetric T g where structural arrest tends to occur and below which glassforming liquids exhibit a strong tendency to fall out of equilibrium and to display noticeable drifts in properties with time. Thus, nonequilibrium "aging" phenomena become prevalent below T g , where a thermodynamic description becomes inadequate.
The strong temperature dependence of below T c serves to define another characteristic temperature of glass formation, the Vogel temperature T ϱ . An astoundingly large class of liquids ͑ionic, polymeric, biological materials, colloidal dispersions, emulsions, etc.͒ exhibit an apparent essential singularity in the extrapolated temperature dependence of their structural relaxation time and other transport properties at low temperatures, i.e.,
Of course, this phenomenology 52, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] does not imply that actually diverges as T → T ϱ , any more than the definition of the "mode coupling temperature" or crossover temperature by a power law scaling for T Ͼ T c implies that actually diverges at T c . Nevertheless, the temperature T ϱ is subject to a well-defined experimental determination and has general significance for characterizing the dynamics of glass-forming liquids. Within the generalized entropy theory, the temperature T ϱ coincides with the calculated temperature T 0 where s c extrapolates to zero.
In summary, our theory implies that glass formation involves a relatively broad thermodynamic transition between a simple fluid behavior at high temperatures and a nonequilibrium solid at low temperatures. More specifically, the temperature T A defines the onset temperature for this transformation, while the solidification process is basically "finished" for T 0 where extrapolated relaxation times become astronomical in magnitude. The temperature T c ͑designated as T I in Ref. 28͒ demarks a boundary between distinct high and low temperature regimes of glass formation. The glass transition temperature T g is clearly some kind of "kinetic instability temperature" at which the fluid becomes "stuck" and below which it is difficult for the system to achieve equilibrium.
The generalized entropy theory of glass formation and its main results are summarized in recent publications. 28, [48] [49] [50] 62 Here, we discuss only those predictions of this theory that are required for comparison with the theory of equilibrium polymerization. In the next section, for example, we compare the temperature dependence of the configurational entropy in supercooled polymer liquids and equilibrium polymer solutions and analyze the relation between the "fragility" of glass-forming liquids and the sharpness of the polymerization transition, which can correspondingly be tuned by varying the equilibrium constant K a for monomer activation. The identification in the next section of the CRR with equilibrium polymers enables us to explore the basic postulate of AG theory that the size of the CRR scales inversely to the configurational entropy of glass-forming liquids. A direct computation of the average degree L of polymerization, which is the analog of the average number z * of cooperating particles in AG theory, provides a simple means of checking the consistency of this hypothesis.
The configurational entropy of glass-forming polymers is computed with the lattice cluster theory from Eq. ͑20͒ of Ref. 28 for melts of model polymers that differ in the relative stiffness of the chain backbone and the side groups. A single monomer of these polymer chains is modeled by a structure that is equivalent to a united atom representation of a 1-pentene unit ͑see inset to Fig. 1 of Ref. 49͒. The lattice cluster theory expression for the free energy of a system of polymers with structured monomers has the form of a high temperature expansion whose coefficients depend on the fractions f b and f s of gauche bonds in the backbone and side groups, respectively. The configurational entropy s c of the polymer fluid is determined in this theory following Gibbs and DiMarzio 44 as the microcanonical ensemble entropy S͑E͒ evaluated for E = E͑T͒. The fractions f b and f s are chosen to maximize the entropy at fixed temperature and pressure in these computations. While lengthy analytic expression exists for s c as a function of composition and f b and f s for a melt of semiflexible polymers with structured monomers, there is no closed analytic expression for the maximized s c at constant pressure, so the equations involved must be solved numerically. The illustrative calculations of the present paper follow the same procedure as detailed in Ref. 28 and earlier papers. [48] [49] [50] 
IV. STRINGS, DYNAMICAL COOPERATIVELY REARRAGING REGIONS, AND EQUILIBRIUM POLYMERIZATION
As mentioned above, a wide range of experimental and simulation evidence indicates the existence of dynamic clustering of mobile and "immobile" particles in cooled liquids. In the present section, we consider the possibility of modeling this clustering phenomenon in terms of equilibrium polymerization theory and compare this modeling with the predictions of the generalized entropy theory of glass formation, which does not in its present form directly address fluctuation effects on molecular scales. A first internal consistency check concerns the temperature dependence of the configurational entropy for these two theories of fluid "ordering" where crystallization is not an option.
The inverse proportionality between cluster size z * and the configurational entropy is a basic postulate of the AG description of relaxation in glass-forming liquids and is also found to be a general property of equilibrium polymerization, regardless of the constraints ͑e.g., thermal activation or chemical initiation͒ that regulate the temperature range over which the polymerization transition occurs. We next show that both the polymerization transition and glass formation are governed by corresponding sets of characteristic temperatures.
Once the qualitative correspondence between these thermodynamic transitions is established, we directly compare our equilibrium polymerization theory to simulation data of Donati et al. 3 for the temperature dependence of the mass distribution of mobile clusters in supercooled liquids. The resultant quantitative description of the simulation data by equilibrium polymerization theory provides encouraging support for our interpretation of the stringlike clusters in cooled liquids as equilibrium polymers. Ramifications of this correspondence are analyzed to understand regularities in the size of the CRR ͑which has been reported for temperatures T Ϸ T c ͒, the spatial scale of dynamic heterogeneities of glassforming liquids, and other basic aspects of glass-forming liquids.
A. Configurational entropy and dynamic cluster size distribution in equilibrium polymerization and glass-forming liquids
We begin our comparison of the thermodynamics of equilibrium polymerization solutions and glass-forming polymer liquids with an analysis of the temperature dependence of the configurational entropy in these two systems. As discussed below, such a reduction of the entropy gap is characteristic of a more rapid variation of s with temperature and thus of increased glass fragility in the generalized entropy theory.
28,48,50,62 ͑Roughly speaking, fragility defines the relative rate with which the shear viscosity, the diffusion coefficient, and the rate of structural relaxation vary with temperature, and a more rapid change corresponds to a more fragile behavior.͒ Inspection of Fig. 1 indicates that this reduction of ⌬s c * ͑or equivalently ⌬s p since ⌬s c * scales in high proportionality to ⌬s p ͒ in the FA model leads to a substantial increase of the polymerization transition temperature T p , a general property of equilibrium polymerization and other equilibrium self-assembly processes.
Figure 1 also illustrates another general effect. Reducing K a from a value on the order of unity, characteristic of the FA model ͑⌬h a = ⌬s a =0͒, sharpens the polymerization transition. 33, 36, [41] [42] [43] The polymerization transition is characterized 33 by two additional temperatures, T x and T sat , which correspond to the beginning and end of the polymerization transition, respectively, and which are designated by filled symbols in Fig. 1 . The crossover temperature T x is defined in our previous paper 33 as the temperature at which ⌽, the fraction of monomers converted into polymers, is 5%, while the saturation temperature T sat refers to the temperature where the entropy s͑T͒ of the equilibrium polymer solution approaches within 5% of its limiting low temperature value, s c ͑0͒ . 33 Figure 1 also includes the crossover temperature T I,p ͑solid symbols͒ at which the product s c ͑red͒ T exhibits an inflection point ͑solid symbols͒, since the corresponding temperature has special significance ͑see Sec. IV B͒ in the generalized entropy theory of glass formation. As demonstrated in Fig. 1 Figs. 1 and 2 are quite similar, except for the maximum that occurs at high temperatures for s c ͑T͒ in glass-forming polymer fluids. The temperature dependence of s c ͑T͒ is somewhat stronger in the F-S case, which is the origin of the increased fragility for this class of polymers. The maximum in s c arises because the fluid is assumed to be compressible in our glass-forming polymer liquid model. 28, 48 This maximum would not appear under the constant volume conditions often considered in simulations of glass-forming liquids.
We suspect that the vanishing of s c at a finite temperature T 0 in Fig. 2 is an artifact of mean field theory since our theory of the thermodynamics of polymer systems is implicitly based on a high temperature series expansion. 28 This interpretation would imply that T 0 only has meaning as an extrapolation temperature using data obtained above T g . To emphasize this viewpoint, we introduce a dashed line to indicate the "expected" temperature dependence of s c . 63, 64 Monte Carlo simulations of glass formation in a lattice model of a polymer melt by Wolfgardt et al. 63 support the suggestion that s c levels off at low temperatures, rather than vanishing at a finite temperature T 0 . ͑Unfortunately, the difficulty of performing equilibrium simulations at temperatures below T g makes it problematic, if not impossible, to prove this point by simulation.͒ Thus, we expect the similarity of the temperature dependence of s c ͑T͒ in equilibrium polymerization solutions and glass-forming polymeric liquids to extend to low temperatures, so that s c / s c * for glass-forming polymeric liquids has a similar sigmoidal shape as a function of temperature as s c ͑red͒ for equilibrium polymerization.
Next, we consider the relation between L and s c ͑red͒ to determine if equilibrium polymerization theory is consistent with the central, and most debatable, hypothesis of the AG theory, namely, that the average size z * of the CRR is inversely proportional to s c . Figure 3 depicts s c ͑red͒ versus the reciprocal of the average degree of polymerization L for both the FA model and a variant of the equilibrium polymerization A model ͑the A low model͒. 36, 65 The A low model is defined by the condition that the equilibrium constant K a for activation is small and independent of temperature ͑K a = 3.2ϫ 10 −6 rather than equal to unity as in the FA model͒. A small K a implies that the polymerization transition is "close" to being a second order phase transition and is, thus, much sharper than the extremely broad transition found for the FA model. Figure 3 indicates that L ͓see Eq. ͑2͔͒ is indeed nearly inversely proportional to s c ͑red͒ for both these extreme models of equilibrium polymerization, in close accord with the AdamGibbs hypothesis. The variation of L with s c ͑red͒ thus resembles the variation of z * with s c ͑T͒ for glass-forming liquids ͑see solid line in Fig. 3͒ , with the linear relation becoming increasingly accurate for smaller K a , such that this relation apparently holds exactly in the limit of a second order polymerization phase transition ͑K a → 0͒. The scaling behavior s c ͑red͒ ϰ L −1 also applies 33 for the living polymerization I model where the initiator concentration is small and the polymerization transition is as sharp as for the A low model illustrated in Fig. 3 . Thus, the approximate scaling L ϳ 1/s c seems to be a general property of equilibrium polymerization and probably applies generally to mean field theories of self-assembling particle systems since differences in cluster connectivity are irrelevant in a mean field theory. The proposed identification of equilibrium polymers with the CRR in glass-forming liquids is not only plausible, but also provides insight into the thermodynamic origins and significance of the AG hypothesis that s c scales inversely to the 
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The AG model is based on the additional hypothesis that the apparent activation energy E for structural relaxation in glass-forming liquids equals E = L⌬, where ⌬ is the activation energy in the fluid at high temperatures where relaxation is presumed to be noncooperative ͑i.e., L =1͒. 28, 45, 48, 50, 62 This scaling relation is consistent with the statistical independence of binary particle exchange events, so that the probability that n particles participate in a joint collective exchange event is the nth power of the probability for an "elementary" single particle exchange event. 66 In the equilibrium polymerization model, L is the average value of the polymerization index n which, in turn, corresponds to the average string polymerization index in the structures appearing in glass-forming liquids. The identification of the strings with equilibrium polymers implies that the probability of a string of length n is the nth power of the probability of a string of length unity ͑i.e., the string length distribution is predicted to be exponential͒, again in accord with the AdamGibbs model. 45 Section IV summarizes literature results obtained from molecular dynamics simulations for a variety of liquids that support this general relation. The assumptions E ϳ L⌬ and L ϳ 1/s c correspond to the entire physical content of the AG model, and we conclude that these hypotheses can apparently be justified if the stringlike collective motion of glass-forming liquids is identified as an equlibrium polymerization process and if the strings are identified with the dynamic clusters of the AG model.
B. Characteristic temperatures of polymerization and glass formation
As mentioned before, the broad thermodynamic transition predicted by equilibrium polymerization theory 33, 41 in Fig. 1 can be described by three main characteristic temperatures: an onset temperature T x where polymers first begin to form, a polymerization temperature T p where the configurational specific heat has a maximum, 67 and a "saturation temperature" T sat where s c nearly saturates to its low temperature limit. 33, 36 Strictly speaking, no phase transition of finite order ͑first or second order transition͒ occurs in the FA model or in the A model for nonzero K a since all derivatives of the free energy remain bounded at finite temperatures. In other words, the behavior in Fig. 1 is a classic example of a rounded or "infinite order" thermodynamic transition. 36 The corresponding multiplicity of characteristic temperatures in glass formation ͑see Fig. 2͒ is certainly suggestive of a similar rounded thermodynamic transition.
The wide temperature range between T sat and T x is a measure of the extent of transition rounding in the polymerization transitions depicted in Fig. 1 , and the counterpart of this transition rounding is the fragility of glass-forming liquids ͑see Appendix A͒. The characteristic temperatures of equilibrium polymerization, T x , T p , and T sat , correspond to the characteristic temperatures T A , T I , and T 0 , respectively, of the generalized entropy theory of glass formation. The temperature gaps T x − T sat and T A − T 0 between the onset and end of these broad polymerization transitions define their breadth, and the inflection point in s c T in each case demarks a reasonable estimate of the crossover temperature T I separating the high and low temperature transition regimes. The temperatures ratios ͑T A / T I , T A / T 0 , T I / T g , etc.͒ provide useful measures of transition sharpness ͑fragility͒, and these ratios are discussed at length in our previous papers on glass formation. 28, [48] [49] [50] The ratios T x / T p , T x / T sat , and T p / T sat should provide similar measures of transition rounding for self-assembly transitions.
A full comparison of all the ratios of characteristic temperature for glass formation and equilibrium polymerization is hampered by an apparent lack of an analog to the glass transition temperature T g in equilibrium polymerization. Figure 2 demonstrates that the temperature T g occurs for both F-F and F-S polymers when s c ͑T͒ / s c * ϳ O͑0.1͒, suggesting a possibility for defining such a temperature for selfassembling fluids. Our former work estimates T g based on a Lindemann criterion 68 that relates T g to a critical value of the fluid's excess free volume ͑defined in terms of the specific volume͒ that is necessary for fluidlike motion to exist and for structural relaxation to occur on reasonable time scales. 28, 49 Because s c has been argued to be directly proportional to the mean square particle displacement ͗u 2 ͘ in the fluid, 62 the determination of T g from a criterion involving s c is plausible. 69 As particle localization within very long lived clusters is likewise characteristic of the dynamic cluster formation in equilibrium polymerization when the conversion fraction becomes large, it is reasonable to consider whether the criterion ͓i.e., s c ͑red͒ ͑T͒ϳO͑0.1͔͒ also describes an instability condition ͑or "softening transition"͒ for selfassembling particle systems. Experimental tests of this proposed instability for selfassembled structures are complicated by the difficulty of estimating s c . A similar problem exists for glass-forming liquids where the observed entropy contains large vibrational contributions that are difficult to estimate. 50, 62 Figures 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ compare s c ͑red͒ to the more experimentally accessible variable, the extent of polymerization ⌽, the order parameter for the polymerization process. The comparison is made for both FA and A 1 models with the same interaction parameters as prescribed in Fig. 1 . The broad transition for the FA model produces the approximate relation s c ͑red͒ Ϸ͑1−⌽͒ 1/2 , while for the relatively sharp transition in the A 1 model we find s c ͑red͒ Ϸ͑1−⌽͒. Thus, s c and ⌽ are clearly related, although the relation is somewhat model dependent.
Starr and Sciortino 70 have recently estimated an instability criterion for the self-assembly of DNA functionalized particles that form an associated network, thereby allowing for a tentative comparison with our proposed instability criterion for self-assembled structures. They describe the DNA assembly process in terms of an order parameter, the fraction ⌽ of DNA strands that are bonded into the network, which likewise can be considered as the "extent of polymerization" or the "extent of assembly." Starr and Sciortino find that ⌽ governs the network dynamics and that relaxation becomes extremely sluggish when ͑1−⌽͒ becomes sufficiently small, i.e., ͑1−⌽͒ϳ0.1. Specifically, it is no longer possible to determine the diffusion coefficient for ͑1−⌽͒Ϸ0.3, and these systems have difficulty to equilibrate for smaller ͑1−⌽͒. The self-assembly transition in DNA is quite sharp, as in the A 1 model ͑see Figs. 1 and 4͑b͒ , so that the approximations s c Ϸ 1−⌽ and s c ͑T g ͒Ϸ0.1 are expected to apply to their DNA data as well. This tentative estimate of the instability condition supports our suggestion that the concept of a glass transition temperature can be extended to selfassembling systems. In further accord with this observation, experiments for equilibrium polymer systems also indicate a sensitivity to the cooling history 71 and the presence of aging phenomena, features normally associated with the "glass transition" in supercooled liquids. Further computational and experimental tests will be required to confirm the significance of a well-defined instability temperature in assembling systems that directly parallels T g in glass-forming liquids. Perhaps, the most direct means to probe for this temperature is through measurement of the mean square particle displacement ͗u 2 ͘ within the self-assembled clusters. The instability condition for melting and glass formation signals a softening process ͑at T m and T g , respectively͒ and is prescribed by the requirement that the ratio of ͗u 2 ͘ 1/2 relative to the interparticle separation in the ordered state be on the order O͑0.1͒. 25, 49, 68 Correspondingly, we can define an "instability temperature" for self-asembling structures by the condition that ͗u 2 ͘ 1/2 relative to the average distance to another particle in the cluster is on the order ͑0.1͒. This criterion is a generalization of the Lindemann instability condition for crystal melting and glass softening and can be tested in simulations, in neutron and x-ray scatterings from molecular fluids, and in particle tracking measurements for assembling colloidal fluids.
C. The analog of "fragility" in equilibrium polymerization
In addition to a dependence on the free energy parameters ⌬h p and ⌬s p , the sharpness of polymerization transitions depends on constraints on how the clusters grow ͑ini-tiation of growth from the chain ends, 72 thermal activation, 36 branching, confinement, etc.͒. Thus, the analog of fragility in systems undergoing equilibrium polymerization can be adjusted by varying these additional regulatory constraints on the assembly process. 52, 56, 57, 61 As a particularly concrete example, the rate of change of the viscosity of equilibrium polymer solutions ͓e.g., poly͑␣-methylstyrene͔͒ with temperature can be tuned continuously by varying the polymerization initiator concentration, 72, 73 a parameter controlling the sharpness of the equilibrium polymerization transition, 36, 43 in a fashion directly analogous to changing K a in the A model. 33, 36, [41] [42] [43] The suggested correspondence between equilibrium polymerization and glass formation provides clear hints about the physical factors that affect the variation of fragility in glass-forming liquids. For example, energetically unfavorable ͑unstable͒ regions that form spontaneously by thermal fluctuations could play the role of an initiator or activated species in catalyzing collective liquid motion, as suggested previously for water.
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D. Comparison of size distribution of equilibrium polymers and strings of cooperative motion
The prediction that the mobile particles of glass-forming liquids should exhibit the statistical properties of flexible equilibrium polymers ͑see Appendix B͒ has first been verified by Donati et al. 3 In particular, they find a nearly exponential size distribution of linear chains of mobile particles, whose conformational shapes resemble random flight polymers.
3 Figure 5 compares the string length distribution of Donati et al. for a glass-forming model of binary LennardJones mixture to the chain length distribution P͑n͒ predicted for equilibrium polymerization in the FA model. 75 The solid lines in Fig. 5 are the fits obtained from our equilibrium polymerization theory expressions for P͑n͒,
and
where P͑n =1͒ is the probability that a particle is in the monomeric state, A, C, and 1 are defined following Eq. ͑5͒, and z = 6 is appropriate for a cubic lattice. ͓Equations ͑14͒ and ͑15͒ are generalizations of the expressions for P͑n͒ given in Eq. 
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Equilibrium polymerization and dynamic heterogeneity J. Chem. Phys. 125, 144907 ͑2006͒ fluid lead to corresponding fluctuations in the local interactions felt by any given particle and arising from the presence of surrounding particles. This effective many-body interaction potential can be anisotropic due to nonlocal packing constraints, so that the symmetry properties of the original interparticle potential may be broken in dense fluids. The formation of polymeric structures is a natural consequence of the resulting anisotropy in the effective interactions. 76 This proposed explanation of the physical origin of strings requires critical examination in future simulation studies.
The total volume fraction 1 0 of particles that can undergo association is chosen as 1 0 = 0.05 based on simulations by Donati et al. 3 In particular, simulations for both small molecule and polymer glass-forming model liquids indicate that the volume fraction of mobile particles generally lies in the range 3,17,77 of 5%-7%, regardless of temperature. 78 For simplicity, the free association FA model of equilibrium polymerization is used to obtain the fits in Fig. 5 from Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͒ since the temperature range is limited and since the FA model contains the fewest adjustable parameters. The inset to Fig. 5 again demonstrates agreement between simulation data for L͑T͒ and equilibrium polymerization theory and confirms the exponential character of the average string length L͑T͒ as a function of temperature. Using the free energy parameters specified in the caption of Fig. 5 , the average degree of polymerization at the transition temperature T p then equals 2.3, which is rather close to the magnitude of the polymerization index z * ͑T c ͒Ϸ2 of the CRR near the experimental crossover temperature T c of glass formation. 51 ͑The temperature T c is identified in our previous papers 28, [48] [49] [50] with the temperature T I of the generalized entropy theory of glass formation, and the equilibrium polymerization analog of T I almost coincides with T p ; see Fig. 1 .͒ Simulations by Aichele et al. 34 for the temperature dependence of L in a model polymeric glass-forming liquid are consistent with an exponential string length distribution ͑see Fig. 10 34 ͒, results emerging from the simple FA equilibrium polymerization model in a continuum limit approximation in which the analytic theory simplifies. 40, 79 String formation has also been examined in detail for the Dzugutov fluid 18 ͑a model of supercooled metallic liquids͒ where the string length n distribution is likewise found to be exponential. Moreover, the average string length L ϵ͗n͘ has been shown to scale in near inverse proportionality to the landscape configurational entropy s c,L and in near proportionality to the activation energy for structural relaxation, providing a striking confirmation of the validity of the AG model for structural relaxation. Exponential string length distributions also emerge from recent simulations of glassforming liquids with or without antiplasticizing additives that reduce T g while increasing the density and stiffness of the glass. 80 The relative length of the strings at fixed reduced temperature T / T g becomes smaller as the antiplasticizer additives render the glass formation stronger ͑i.e., more Arrhenius͒. 80 We conclude that all computationally investigated fluids considered so far consistently exhibit an exponential length distribution of stringlike mobile particles, as in the original work of Donati et al. 3 In each instance, the variation of the average string mass and other thermodynamic properties agrees with equilibrium polymerization theory, predicted thermodynamic relations from the AG theory, and the identification of strings with the CRR. This finding is striking given the diverse range of fluids investigated, thereby strongly suggesting that the string formation is a universal property of cooled glass-forming liquids.
Stephensen et al. 81 have recently suggested that the stringlike clusters identified in the simulations should transform into the compact clusters predicted by the random first order transition model as the glass transition is approached. While their arguments offer an interesting potential reconciliation betwen the predicted droplet structures of the mean field theory and the observed stringlike structures found in equilibrated simulations, it does not appear possible to test these predictions computationally since equilibrium simulations cannot be performed much below T c where the strings are still evident. Stephensen et al. 81 suggest that the mobile particle clusters found at high temperatures ͑T Ͼ T c ͒ are somewhat like percolation clusters, but the power law mass distribution of these clusters under near critical conditions 82 is incompatible with the exponential distribution of strings observed in the simulations. However, it is possible that the strings themselves might cluster into more compact clusters at low temperatures, a trend already observed in previous studies at high temperatures where the "mobile particle clusters" are found to have a branched polymer form with a power law mass distribution, 17 consistent with the mass distribution of percolation clusters. These mobile particle clusters are composed of ensembles of strings and might reasonably be taken to correspond to the structures discussed by Stephensen et al. However, the temperature dependence of these mobile particle clusters ͑string clusters͒ is quite different from that of the strings in the simulations of Donati et al. 3 In particular, the mass of the mobile clusters seems to diverge near the crossover temperature T c in the binary LJ fluid, 17 while the average string length L does not exhibit a singular behavior as T c is approached. 83 This temperature dependence of the mobile particle clusters ͑string clusters͒ would appear to make them unsuitable for the identification with the CRR of the AG theory. This point requires further investigation, however, given the observations of Refs. 30 and 34 which indicate that the structural relaxation time of water and the Dzugutov fluid can approximately be related to the mass of mobile particle clusters over a limited temperature range.
Langer and Lemaitre 84 have also proposed a model for the stringlike motion observed by Donati et al. 3 in terms of "thermally activated chains of small atomic displacements" with the geometrical form and statistical properties of linear polymer chains. While this model addresses geometrical features of the strings, it does not consider their dynamic nature and fails to reproduce the characteristic exponential string length distribution. An interesting aspect of the work of Langer and Lemaitre is the suggestion that stringlike motion might be identified with the defect structures that are important in the plastic flow of amorphous nonequilibrium solids. In accord with this possibility, Zhang et al. 85 observe stringlike atomic motion to be prevalent in the grain boundary motion of simulated polycrystalline materials under steady strain.
E. Saturation of the self-assembly process at low temperatures and its implications
The FA model is a rather special limit of the activation model of equilibrium polymerization when K a ϵ 1. Figure 2 demonstrates that glass formation is a broad transition phenomenon that can potentially be interpreted in terms of the A model of equilibrium polymerization, provided that K a ϳ O͑1͒. Hence, the use of the FA model to describe glassforming polymer liquids can only be a first approximation. Significant changes in the temperature dependence of L occur if K a becomes small, as for sulfur and many other real polymerizing systems. 36, 65 Hence, it is worth discussing some features that could lead to behavior not captured by the simplest FA model and that have ramifications for the interpretation of glass formation based on the equilibrium polymerization viewpoint. Figure 6 presents the temperature dependence of L for the A 1 model and indicates that L͑T͒ approaches a finite value L * at low temperatures, a process we term "saturation." ͑This is something that never occurs in the FA model.͒ 86 Thus, the activation equilibrium constant K a not only serves to regulate the broadness of the polymerization transition ͑the analog of glass fragility in equilibrium polymerization theory͒, but also the ultimate size of the polymer chains that form at low temperatures. A limiting constant L at low temperatures and the identification of strings with equilibrium polymers corresponding to the A 1 model would mean that the structural relaxation returns to an Arrhenius law at low temperatures, albeit with an apparent activation energy that is L * times its value at high temperatures where L =1. ͑The inset to Fig. 6 shows that L is still approximately proportional to 1 / s c in the A 1 model, but the slope differs from unity.͒ Numerous experimental and computational studies claim that the temperature dependence of the structural relaxation time becomes Arrhenius at low temperatures, [87] [88] [89] suggesting that an activation process might be influencing the formation of stringlike structures in glass-forming liquids. According to the equilibrium polymer-string analogy, these activation processes lie at the heart of understanding the fragility of glass-forming liquids.
F. Two-state models of glass formation and self-assembly
Another type of chemical equilibrium model of supercooled liquids bears close mathematical and physical relations to the equilibrium polymerization models discussed in this section. Angell and Rao and Moyinihan and Angell 90 have considered a simplified "excitation model" for the fluid where fluid particles transform back and forth between normal and excited ͑mobile͒ fluid states under the constraint of equilibrium. The temperature dependence of s c for this model is rather similar to that obtained for the FA equilibrium polymerization model ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Our model of "polymeric excitations" may be understood as a generalization of the "two-state" model of Angell and Rao and Moyinihan and Angell 90 which accounts for the interactions between the excitations responsible for collective particle movement. Simplified two-state models, in which particles are abstractly assigned to "associated" or "dissociated" states, have also been applied to describe self-assembly of DNA functionalized particles into network 91 and other self-assembly systems. While these two-state models capture many aspects of the thermodynamics of the excitation or assembly processes and lead to reasonable estimates of the thermodynamic parameters ͑⌬h and ⌬s͒ governing these thermodynamic transitions, they provide no information about the scale and geometry of the dynamical heterogeneity as the transition develops. G. Size of cooperatively rearranging regions and the average degree of polymerization: Evidence for universality at the crossover temperature T c
The proposed analogy between the CRR and equilibrium polymers has implications for the number of particles involved in these structures and the size of these dynamically heterogeneous regions. Both experiments and the generalized entropy theory estimate the size z * of the CRR near the crossover temperature ͑our T I ͒ to be about 2 for fragile glassforming liquids. 51 ͓Specifically, z * ͑T I ͒ = 1.55 and 2.02 for high molar mass F-F and F-S polymers, respectively.͒ As discussed in Ref. 28 , this regularity in the magnitude of z * is ultimately responsible for the nearly universal magnitude of the structural relaxation time at the crossover temperature T I , 92 thereby providing clear evidence that the glass transition process is not purely a kinetic phenomenon since the fluid at T I is effectively at equilibrium.
The average polymerization index L at the polymerization temperature T p also happens to lie close to 2 in the FA model ͑L equals 1.92 and 2.02 for cases 1 and 2, respectively, in Fig. 1͒ . This value of 2 compares well with the average polymer string length L Ϸ 2.2 of mobile particles ͑calculated from MD simulation data for binary LJ glassforming liquids͒ 3, 4 in the vicinity of the empirical mode coupling temperature T c , which provides a specific estimate of the crossover temperature T I . Recent experiments and simulations for associating dipolar fluids also reveal the presence of a transition involving the formation of equilibrium polymer chains, and L at T p is again in the broad range of 2-4 for simulations in both three and two spatial dimensions and for a real self-assembling magnetic particle system in quasi-two-dimensions. 93, 94 The near universality of z * in the neighborhood of T I , 51 the direct observation of transient polymer clustering in simulations of glass-forming liquids, 3 and the corresponding predictions from theories and simulations of fluids exhibiting equilibrium polymerization 36, 93, 94 provide good further supporting evidence that the clusters undergoing cooperative motion in structural glasses involve a kind of equilibrium polymerization.
The suggested corespondence between equilibrium polymers and the CRR of the Adam-Gibbs model allows us to estimate the spatial extent of these hypothetical transient clusters. Using the generalized entropy theory prediction 28 that z * at T g is about 4-5 ͑depending on the polymer class͒ and taking the size of a molecule or monomer to be on the order of 0.5-1 nm in a typical glass-forming liquid, such as orthoterphenyl, 95 the average size of a CRR at the glass transition temperature should likewise have nanometer dimensions. Specifically, if we assume that the root-mean square end-to-end distance R rms of the CRR grows with the square root of the degree of polymerization 96 ͓i.e., R rms ϳ͑z * ͒ 1/2 ͔, the average CRR size would be roughly in the range of 1-2 nm ͓using 48 z * ͑T g ͒Ϸ4-5͔. Of course, random walk scaling models 3 represent an idealization for such short chains, and a wormlike chain model may provide a more realistic estimate for the mean dimensions of the CRR polymeric clusters. 65 An upper bound for R rms can be inferred by assuming rodlike CRR chains, with R rms then ranging from 2 to 5 nm. A realistic value of R rms should then lie midway between the upper and lower bounds, so that 2 -3 nm is probably a typical order of magnitude for R rms . This equilibrium polymer estimate is quite consistent with experimental estimates for the average cluster dimensions of the CRR, 7, 95, 97 and much larger clusters may occur due to the intrinsic mass polydispersity of equilibrium polymers. Moreover, since different measurements are governed by different averages of the cluster polydispersity, experimental determinations of the CRR can be anticipated to vary somewhat with the measurement method, a well known phenomenon for the properties of polydisperse polymer solutions.
H. Equilibrium polymerization of immobile particle clusters
Although the presence of particles with excessively high mobility relative to the Brownian motion represents a conspicuous feature of the supercooled fluid state, this mobile particle population is not responsible for the divergence of the viscosity that is characteristic of solidification. ͑Indeed, mobile particles reduce the viscosity!͒ This situation creates no conceptual difficulties because the formation of mobile particle clusters is accompanied by the emergence of immobile particle clusters that interpenetrate the space occupied by the mobile particle. The existence of these immobile particle clusters broadly accords with the clump model of Klein and co-workers. 2, 22 Molecular dynamics studies by Klein and co-workers 2 of these clusters of immobile and locally well packed particles in a two-dimensional binary Lennard-Jones glass-forming fluid reveal that the immobile clusters grow upon cooling as described above for the mobile particle clusters. The size distribution for the immobile clusters is, however, consistent with branched equilibrium polymerization rather than with the formation of linear chains. Thus, the immobile cluster mass distribution involves a power law with an exponential cutoff. Similar clusters of immobile and well packed particles have been observed in simulations of the Dzugutov fluid in three dimensions. 18 Using the language of equilibrium polymerization, the fraction of immobile particles in the study of Dzugutov et al. corresponds to their extent of polymerization ⌽, and about 12% of the particles are observed to be in an immobile and well packed state at low temperatures, a similar order of magnitude to the mobile particle strings. Unfortunately, the size distribution for the immobile particle clusters in the Dzugutov fluid is not available for a quantitative comparison with equilibrium polymerization theory.
I. Equilibrium polymerization and Fisher clusters in glass-forming liquids
In addition to the presence of nanometer scale heterogeneities in glass-forming liquids, reports exist of heterogeneities with dimensions more than two orders of magnitude larger. 98 While these structures are apparently transient, the large structures can persist for as much as 10 4 -10 7 times the structural relaxation time of the fluid. 98 The presence of these structures apparently depends on sample history.
We can rationalize the "Fisher clusters" and the ultraslow diffusive modes associated with them 98, 99 as arising from the formation of large scale, low energy clusters in the glass state. These clusters can resist disintegration at higher temperatures where the clusters are thermodynamically unstable. A similar phenomenon exists for equilibrium polymers where long chains persist when the fluid is returned to a thermodynamic regime where the monomeric form is thermodynamically stable. 100 The disintegration of the high molar mass and presumably entangled polymers can be extremely sluggish, unless the temperature is varied sufficiently to erase the "memory" of these structures. This type of assymetry in the assembly-disassembly kinetics is prevalent in numerous self-assembling biological systems, such as viral capsids 101 and the amyloid fibers arising in neurodegenerative diseases. 102 Singh and Zlotnick 101 have recently demonstated that this hysteresis phenomenon in viral capsid organization can be understood in terms of kinetic modeling consistent with equilibrium polymerization of shell-like polymer capsid structures. We therefore attribute the formation of the large scale Fisher clusters to the formation of "frozen" polymeric clusters that are trapped in long-lived metastable states of this general kind.
J. Implications of correspondence between equilibrium polymerization and glass formation for understanding the dynamics of associating fluids
If the dynamic clusters of glass-forming liquids can really be identified with a kind of equilibrium polymerization, then associating fluids should share many phenomenological properties of glass-forming liquids. Recent work has established that the thermodynamic and relaxation properties of self-assembly fluids indeed have many features in common with glass-forming liquids. For example, Monte Carlo simulations by Kumar and Douglas 103 for a fluid of associating polymers that form a thermally reversible gel at low temperatures exhibit many of the classic signatures of glass formation: transient caging of particle motion, growth of the non-Gaussian parameter, and a very strong temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient and the rate of structural relaxation that is similar in functional form to that observed in glass-forming liquids. These findings have been further amplified by molecular dynamics simulations 26 of a telechelic polymer solution that forms micelles at low temperatures. These associating fluids exhibit a bifurcation of relaxation times due to the clustering transition and display a breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein relation associated with the onset of this "dynamic heterogeneity." A recent work by Guo and Luijten 104 further confirms the observation of a breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein relation near the gelation transition in another telechelic polymer fluid exhibiting thermally reversible gelation. Correspondingly, Lu and Solomon 105 observe a breakdown of particle tracking estimates for the rheological properties of associating fluids that rely on the assumption of the validity of Stokes-Einstein relation. All these findings are consistent with our expectation that the dynamic heterogeneity of glass-forming liquids is a general phenomenon with important ramifications for associating fluids as well.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Recent simulations 3, 4, 16, 17 and experiments [11] [12] [13] for colloidal fluids both suggest that the CRRs of the AG theory take the form of stringlike structures. This viewpoint clearly motivates comparing the thermodynamics of cooled glassforming polymer melts to the thermodynamics of polymeric clusters arising from equilibrium polymerization upon cooling ͑not necessarily as linear chains 106 ͒. These two classes of complex fluids indeed exhibit remarkable similarities in their thermodynamic behavior. In each case, the broad thermodynamic transition is accompanied by a drop of the configurational entropy to a low temperature residual value. Both are demarked by temperatures where this drop initiates ͑T x in equilibrium polymerization 33 versus T A in glass formation 48 ͒ and ends ͑T sat in equilibrium polymerization 33 versus T 0 in glass formation 48 ͒, and in both these complex fluid models there is an inflection point in s c T at an intermediate temperature ͑T I vs T I,p ͒ separating high and low temperature regimes of these rounded thermodynamic transitions. This resemblance strongly suggests that glass formation involves thermodynamic particle clustering transition of some kind ͑not necessarily the simplest free association model of equilibrium polymerization͒.
As a precise test of the correspondence between glass formation and equilibrium polymerization, we analyze the relation between s c and the average size z * of the CRR ͑which is proportional to the average chain length in the equilibrium polymerization model͒. Adam and Gibbs hypothesize that these quantities should be inversely related to each other, and explicit calculations for two different models of equilibrium polymerization ͑where z * is taken as corresponding to the average degree of polymerization L͒ indicate that such a relation holds to a good approximation. This inverse relation provides another striking confirmation of the hypothesis that the CRR are themselves both polymeric and dynamic by nature. The idea that cooled liquids are composed of dynamic polymeric structures whose degree of polymerization z * changes with temperature has long been advocated as a qualitative description of cooled liquids, so the general idea is certainly not new. 107 The polymeric interpretation of "excitation structures" in glass-forming liquids also provides insights into the dynamical origins of variations of fragility in supercooled liquids. It is well known that chemical initiation and thermal activation ultimately regulate the extent of polymer growth in polymerizations that proceed upon cooling, as well as the sharpness ͑the analog of fragility in glass-forming liquids͒ of the resulting transitions. 36 It is reasonable to imagine that highly energetically unstable regions form in cooled liquids through thermal fluctuations and that these events serve as "catalysts" for collective motions. 74 In accordance with this analogy, the rate of change of the viscosity with temperature and the extent of polymerization in living polymerization solutions can be tuned by varying the initiator concentration. [71] [72] [73] The suggested correspondence between glass formation and equilibrium polymerization also provides a tentative framework for comprehending many nonequilibrium rheological properties of glass-forming materials. Physical aging can naturally be understood by the slow growth of the polymer chains into their equilibrium populations of dynamic clusters upon lowering the temperature, and the effect is naturally expected in equilibrium polymer solutions as well. The viscosity and relaxation times grow as these structures form, and the properties cease to evolve once equilibrium is achieved. Experimental measurements for equilibrium polymerization solutions become dependent on the scanning rate when the temperature is varied too rapidly compared to the equilibration time. Similar nonequilibrium history effects are also characteristic of glass-forming liquids. Strong shear thinning is prevalent in both glass-forming liquids and polymerizing liquids since shear tends to break down these structures, and aging naturally follows this "rejuvenating" process as these fluids recover their equilibrium populations. The equilibrium polymerization model of glass formation offers a prospective tool for investigating the non-Newtonian physical properties of these complex fluids and the drift of their properties over time.
Given the success of equilibrium polymerization model in rationalizing many of the thermodynamic aspects of glass formation, it would clearly be of interest to develop a systematic theory of structural relaxation in fluids undergoing equilibrium polymerization. This would allow a direct comparison to detailed aspects of the time dependence of structural relaxation in glass-forming liquids. Douglas and Hubbard 106 long ago hypothesized that the dynamic heterogeneity of supercooled liquids could be explained in terms of equilibrium polymerization, and they provide specific estimates for the viscoelastic properties of these solutions based on this physical model. The time has come to develop this tentative model of structural relaxation in glass-forming liquids in a systematic fashion, consistent with the long wavelength entropy theory of glass formation.
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APPENDIX A: OBJECTIVE MEASURES OF FRAGILITY AND AN ORDER PARAMETER FOR GLASS FORMATION
Although the general concept of "fragility" as a measure of the strength of the temperature dependence of structural relaxation times and associated transport properties is unequivocal, some suggested specific measures of fragility, such as E / T g , where E is the apparent activation energy ͑for structural relaxation͒ at T g , seem to lack a fundamental significance. 108 In particular, these definitions depend on the range of the particle interactions since E depends on the cohesive energy density, even at high temperatures where E͑T → ϱ͒Ϸ⌬, and on molecular parameters, such as the bond rotational energy in polymers, etc. 62, 109 The sensitivity of T g to cooling rate also raises fundamental questions about definitions of fragility based on this temperature. Estimates of the fragility parameter D in the Vogel-Fulcher-TammannHesse equation for can vary widely depending on the temperature range chosen, 110 so this definition of fragility can also be problematic. Ratios of characteristic temperatures of glass formation appear to provide objective measures of transition broadness and thus fragility, but the apparent lack of a fundamental thermodynamic significance of T g engenders concern about this measure of fragility as well. The combination of equilibrium polymerization theory, the generalized entropy theory of glass formation, and the identification of the strings with the CRR of AG offers the prospect of a more fundamental definition of fragility. Our goal lies in introducing a more fundamental definition for the strength of the temperature dependence of transport properties that is not subject to the criticism just mentioned and that equally applies to the high and low temperature regimes of glass formation. This extension is especially needed for the analysis of simulations since the low temperature regime is generally inaccessible in equilibrated simulations of glass-forming liquids.
The "differential" fragility g of a glass-forming fluid at a temperature T may be defined through the derivative of the normalized activation energy for structural relaxation,
This quantity describes how much the temperature dependence of structural relaxation deviates from an Arrhenius behavior, which is the most basic concept embodied by the term "fragility." Within the AG theory, g exactly equals
where z * is the average number of particles in the cooperatively rearranging regions ͑CRR͒. Further, the identification of the CRR with strings implies, g,L ͑strings ϵ CRR͒ = d͓L͑T͔͒/dT. ͑A3͒
It is apparent that g corresponds to a kind of "susceptibility" associated with this type of rounded transition, and the term "glass susceptibility" might be a better term than "fragility." At any rate, these measures of glass fragility imply that the fluid transport properties are "strong" at high temperatures. The differential fragility then gradually increases upon cooling below an onset temperature T A for glass formation. The rate of change of g becomes largest around T g and then becomes smaller again at lower temperatures where a return to an Arrhenius behavior has often been reported. 87, 89, 111 This variation in g is a natural consequence of the sigmoidal temperature dependence of s c / s c * presented in Fig. 2 . Our definition of fragility should be supplemented by further information indicating the relative location of the fluid state within this broad thermodynamic transition. Thus, we also seek an objective measure of the relative breadth for this type of transition. The extent ⌽ of string polymerization provides a natural order parameter for glass formation ͑i.e., an "extent of glass formation"͒ that quantifies the degree to which this transition has developed. In a previous paper, 33 we show that ⌽ can be approximately related to L in the I model of equilibrium polymerization by ⌽ Ӎ͑L −1͒ / L or L Ӎ 1/͑1−⌽͒, so that the ratio ͑L −1͒ / L might also serve as an effective order parameter for glass formation. Both of these quantities vanish in the high temperature homogeneous fluid state and approach unity at low temperatures where the clus-tering process is finished. Consequently, either ⌽ or L can then serve as objective measures of the extent of glass formation. A measure of the breadth of the polymerization or glass transition can also be obtained by considering the variance of L or ⌽, or the absolute value of the derivative of ⌽ with respect to temperature, ͉d⌽͑T͒ / dT͉. The half-width of these peaked functions provides an intrinsic measure of transition broadness. These measures of transition susceptibility, extent of ordering, and transition breadth apply equally well to equilibrium polymerization and self-assembly as to glass formation. Collectively, these measures offer a unified description of the characteristics of rounded transitions.
